Abstract-Traditionally, biological objects such as genes, proteins, and pathways are represented by a convenient identifier, or ID, which is then used to cross reference, link and describe objects in biological databases. Relationships among the objects are often established using non-trivial and computationally complex ID mapping systems or converters, and are stored in authoritative databases such as UniGene, GeneCards, PIR and BioMart. Despite best efforts, such mappings are largely incomplete and riddled with false negatives. Consequently, data integration using record linkage that relies on these mappings produces poor quality of data, inadvertently leading to erroneous conclusions. In this paper, we discuss this largely ignored dimension of data integration, examine how the ubiquitous use of identifiers in biological databases is a significant barrier to knowledge fusion using distributed computational pipelines, and propose two algorithms for ad hoc and restriction free ID mapping of arbitrary types using online resources. We also propose two declarative statements for ID conversion and data integration based on ID mapping on-the-fly.
D
ATA integration in life sciences is frequently challenged because of relying on identifiers or biological IDs traditionally used to represent objects such as organisms, cells and gene products, and concepts related to them such as functions, pathways, and annotations. Such IDs are so prevalent in life sciences that almost all biological databases use them as shortcuts for representing objects they store and manage for public use. These IDs are also often used to assemble larger biological systems and represent more complex concepts.
The departure from value based object representation (as in relational databases) to ID based object representation creates numerous complications, including the potential for object duplication (as values are no longer unique, i.e., two objects with identical values but different IDs are distinct though semantically equivalent), ID obsolescence (invalid IDs due to discontinuation) and ID migration (assignment of new IDs). All three types of problems persist largely because objects undergo routine formal curation processes and keep getting perfected as new knowledge is gained and errors are removed. Furthermore, new IDs are assigned to objects as they evolve. Slow or inadequate coordination between the different databases can lead to chaotic cross referencing and erroneous knowledge space that users must then negotiate to access the needed information.
One complex stubbornly persistent problem is inconsistency related to data warehousing type applications and services such as GeneCards, BioMart, RefSeq, UniGene, SWISS-PROT, PIR, GenBank, and EMBL as a by product of updates in materialized views [1] , [2] . These warehouses often materialize relationships among objects represented using such IDs, which are either gathered from other databases or computed using ID mapping tools such as DAVID [3] , OntoTranslate [4] , Synergizer [5] , GeneID Converter [6] , IdBean [7] , IDMapper [8] , g:Profiler [9] and MatchMiner [10] . The materialized views must then be maintained by monitoring possible ID changes, migration, and relationship changes among the objects, occurring in databases they do not control, or risk producing inconsistent and obsolete results, perhaps even facing loss of functionality [11] . These seemingly lower level ID management issues contribute to a much larger and even more important information management problem in life sciences, called ID mapping and object linkage.
To fully understand the complexity that the existing practice creates for applications aimed to gather information, consider the case of the GeneCards entry for the eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2-alpha kinase 3 gene, commonly called PERK. Under current practice, GeneCards assigned the ID EIF2AK3 to PERK and described it as a protein coding gene in human chromosome 2 that is about 70,836 base pairs long at genomic location 88,856,259 bp from the p-terminal on the minus strand. In the Ensembl database, however, the same gene has the ID ENSG00000172071, and has been assigned the IDs 3255 in HGNC, 94512 in Entrez Gene, 6040325 in OMIM and Q9NZJ53 in UniProtKB, even though they all represent the same biological object. It is therefore necessary for researchers to establish correspondence among these object IDs if they wish to aggregate information about PERK that is available only in each of these databases. When the scale and frequency of such tasks become overwhelming, automated tools which are able to effectively and efficiently aid in the aggregation process become handy. While existing data integration and record linkage research has been effective in many cases, research focusing on record linkage for aggregation based on biological IDs is either absent or scarce at best. Our focus in this paper is on this neglected issue from the point of view of quality "best-effort" data integration [12] , [13] as opposed to generating ID mappings in ways systems such as Synergizer, GeneID Converter, IDMapper, g:Profiler and MatchMiner do. Therefore, our goal is improving the quality of data integration and aggregation that relies on ID mappings generated by these mappers, as well as the warehouses, such as PIR, GeneCards, BioMart and UniGene, that maintain them. We identify two principal factors that impact the quality of integrationmaterialized view maintenance and access methods to mapping for information aggregation. We have addressed the issue of materialized view maintenance in an earlier paper [11] as part of an ongoing research, and hence, though tangentially relevant, it will not be discussed here. The main focus is the access method to ID maps and developing a declarative approach to record linkage for data integration.
Warehouse Maintenance and Update Errors
To highlight maintenance problems of ID mappings among objects in the warehouses, consider yet another case of the gene SMCR. Until recently, Entrez assigned it the ID 6600 and cross-referenced it to HGNC that had the ID 11113, as shown in Fig. 1a . Assume the ID mapping warehouse, GeneCards, is trying to maintain this correspondence. As of January 6, 2013, not only have IDs 6600 and 11113 been discontinued, they have been assigned new Entrez ID 10743 and HGNC ID 9834 respectively, and the name has been changed to gene RAI1 (retinoic acid induced 1) as shown in Fig. 1b . Several observations can be made in this regard. First, while the mapping from Entrez to HGNC IDs can be found using the Entrez database, the converse is not true, as shown in Fig. 1c . In [4] , Draghici et al. pointed out that the accuracy of mapping depends largely on the choice of database. They also argued that in theory, these databases are supposed to provide the most up-to-date ID mapping information and cross reference each other, but they often fail to perform as expected as in the case of SMCR gene above. So, depending on the path a user chooses, he might miss the mapping if he started with HGNC and thus, lose any chance of getting the annotations he needs from other databases that use Entrez ID to respond to queries. Unfortunately, there are many such lapses.
Second, from a maintenance standpoint, it is extremely difficult to find out that IDs have changed and so should the mapping, unless we actively monitor these databases to discover potential change in IDs. Unfortunately, these databases do not make ID migration at all computationally obvious to aid maintenance, thus making discovery difficult. The only practical choice is then to recompute or download entire mappings periodically to stay current. Research in change management has mainly focused on shallow web [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] and general view maintenance [2] , [18] , and is not directly applicable to ID maintenance. In [11] , we pursued a more active approach that blended continual querying and view maintenance to discover such migrations with an aim to minimally and incrementally maintain materialized views of ID maps as one of our ongoing efforts.
Information Aggregation Using ID Conversion
Consider a task in which a researcher is trying to link genes in either mouse chromosome 22 or human chromosome 2 that are involved in unfolded protein response, and to identify their chromosomal location as part of a neurodegenaration study involving the gene PERK. The process he follows involves two steps. First, he collects all entries from GeneCards database for chromosomes 2 and 22, and distills into four columns, shown partially in the table in Fig. 2a . He then submits a keyword query in Affymterix database with terms "(mouse or human) and (protein, unfolded, response, translation, transcription, regulation)" to mean that he is interested in human or mouse probsets that are related to molecular function or biological processes involving unfolded protein response or translation/transcription in general. Assuming that a semantic search was adopted by the query processor in the Affymetrix database, we can expect it to return the partial table shown in Fig. 2b . Depending on how the search engine functions, if a stricter key word search, or a high enough similarity threshold was used, the tuple corresponding to the probe ID 211635_x_at probably will not be included in the response.
Regardless of the semantics used and which set we have in Fig. 2b , it is impossible to establish the link between the tuples without knowing the correspondence between the IDs in these two tables, i.e., through the columns Gene_ID and Probe_Set_ID. In this example, 1420011_s_at and 200670_at are two Affymetrix probes for the gene XBP1, while 11722147_at is a probe for PAIP2B. So, these three probes must join with these two genes. The probe 211635_x_at is not related to any of the genes in Fig. 2 a (it is related to gene IGHA1); neither does it have any of the desired properties we are looking for, although it may have matched the selection threshold, while 210513_s_at though functionally relevant, is related to gene VEGFA (not shown in this table). Most interestingly, the probe 1453505_a_at is annotated to be related to gene EIF2AK3 in the Affymetrix database. Hence, even though we know that functionally, it is relevant, we are not able to relate it to PERK without knowing that it is an alternate ID for EIF2AK3. Therefore, we are not only required to establish the map between 1453505_a_at and EIF2AK3, we also need to generate the transitive map between 1453505_a_at and PERK via EIF2AK3. In other words, the traditional record linkage [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] and mapping techniques largely do not help, and a higher level mapping method is warranted.
In particular, the current database approach to such cross-linking is application specific and requires user knowledge that must be applied as part of the application semantics. One of the two recent approaches to record linkage operation in autonomous data integration [26] relies on a semantic join based on key discovery [27] . This approach relies on a lower level discovery of key columns and join column identification, and ultimately depends on a natural join operation on the selected columns. As the preceding example suggests, record linkage in the specific problem in Fig. 2 requires an auxiliary ID mapping step using a database or ID mapping tool, and then taking a natural join between the two tables using the mapping just obtained, which is fundamentally different from existing record linking technologies advocated in the research mentioned above. Therefore, users currently rely on a manual, and off line ID mapping step, and translate the correspondence into a relationship to cross reference, a method that is slow and error prone, prohibitive in terms of cost, and results in significantly low quality data integration and aggregation.
Accuracy and Quality Implications
Conversion systems and tools take significant steps to follow well defined procedures to map IDs and make such conversions accurate, while mapping warehouses maintain them as accurately as possible. Despite the fact that many of these systems are renowned and highly accessible, studies [4] , [28] show that depending on the context and type of ID conversion sought, many of these well known converters and warehouses may perform poorly and eventually lead to the integration lapses discussed above. In an earlier research in 2006 that investigated the quality of mapping by ID conversion warehouses, Draghici et al. [4] point out that only 69.53 percent of the genes in UniGene can be mapped on Entrez Gene entries. Furthermore, only 43.54 percent of the IDs in Entrez Gene could be mapped back to UniGene. An even more striking example was the mapping between GenBank dbEST and GenPept. GenPept was supposed to contain the protein translations of the sequences in GenBank dbEST, and so mapping between these resources should have been relatively simple. Draghici et al also discovered that 91.6 percent of the entries in dbEST could be mapped to GenPept entries while only 1.82 percent of the entries could be mapped from GenPept to dbEST.
In our recent investigation [28] , we compared eleven different publicly available ID conversion tools-DAVID, BABELOMICS [29] , g:Profiler, Clone/GeneID Converter, NetAffx [30] , CRONOS [31] , IDBean, The Synergizer, BioMart, bioDBnet [32] , MADGene [33] , GeMDBJ [34] , and MatchMiner-to determine the quality of their mapping over six different genomes, i.e., Mouse, Human, Drosophila, Plant, Yeast and Bacteria, for some of the most commonly performed conversion types such as Affymetrix to Ensembl, Affymetrix to HGNC symbol, Ensembl to Unigene, among others. These tools were selected after an extensive search (including references of relevant papers) in PubMed and Google Scholar, which allowed the use of more than two genomes and more than two common types of conversions.
We extracted data sets of relevant ID lists of microarray experiments from supplementary files of published original articles. We chose 100 randomized IDs from each data set, and submitted those lists to the different converters using different conversion types. Results from each tool and conversion type were retrieved, stored, and compared. Performance was defined as the percent of successful conversions (from the total submitted). The variability among genomes and tools was determined by statistical two way ANOVA test, using by R version 2.1.3.1. In these tests, if p-value was less than or equal to the significance level a (0.05), significant differences between the variance of the treatment was concluded. The best and worst tool for genomic ID conversion in each organism was determined according to the mean of successful conversions of each tool. Inconsistencies among genomes and tools were defined as the number of different IDs, for the same probe, between the different tools used. This was done for each data set for all genomes used in this study, and the analysis was presented as the percentage of inconsistencies in each genome and tool (from the total of successful conversions).
The summary of our findings, shown in Fig. 3 in three charts, point to a systemic problem. Fig. 3a shows that DAVID was successful in converting 97 percent of the IDs while GeneID Converter only mapped 47 percent for Affymetrix to HGNC type ID conversion, while the rest fall in between. As shown in Fig. 3b , across the six chosen genomes, DAVID overall performed well, while NetAffx performed flawlessly in bacteria. Fig. 3b shows the best and worst performing conversion tools across six genomes for Affymetrix to gene symbol conversion and amply illustrates the fact that not all mappers are good for all types of conversions on all genomes. For example, BioMart performed better on yeast than plant genome. Therefore, the overall performance of the tools shown in Fig. 3c for Affymetrix IDs to Ensembl and gene symbol conversions should not be surprising. It shows (in green) DAVID and NetAffx performing at 100 and 99.5 percent respectively, 1 while the worst performing tool for these conversions was Clone/GeneID. 2 Finally, IDBean, Synergizer and BioMart performed almost identically at 76 percent in all genomes except plant and bacteria. 3 Clearly, mappings that are theoretically both meaningful and useful cannot always be performed just by querying "authoritative" resources. These examples should adequately demonstrate that ID mappings cannot be done casually, by ad hoc, need-driven queries, or "quickand-dirty" Perl scripts, as most researchers currently do. They also attest to the fact that regardless of which site, who does the mapping, and how authoritative the sources are, there are still gaps that users must account for. That is exactly why users look for more accurate, complete, and reliable mappers, and often end up sifting through multiple converters to design their own ID converter which they believe is accurate for the needed analysis. This is a serious problem because there is no way of knowing which database is the right choice for the most current information without intimate knowledge of the database. As we discuss in Section 3, discovery and usage of these mappers is by no means easy, and users must progress through many steps before they can accept a mapping for their research, mainly because there is no guarantee of accuracy, quality or completeness.
Our Contributions
The lack of quality in data integration due to ID mapping manifests itself in the form of a failed link (a form of join [35] ) operation or missing tuples in apparently successful link operations because current technologies such as entity resolution and key discovery fail, leaving users to deal with this issue manually. Although a fairly common problem, current integration efforts such as Galaxy [36] , BioMoby [37] , and BioMediator [38] do not address this issue.
While biologists are largely accustomed to using graphical interface based systems to access and manipulate data and implement computational pipelines, the flexibility and power of declarative languages in computational biology is well-known [39] , and many computational biology systems (e.g., Galaxy [40] , LifeDB [26] , Taverna [41] ) have been developed using powerful declarative languages such as SQL and XQuery. In the spirit of strengthening data management and integration using linguistic artifacts so that such constructs may be used as a primitive for higher level system design and autonomous data integration, we pursue a declarative approach to ID mapping based on which graphical tools that biologists are more comfortable with, can be developed.
We thus identify ID mapping across biological databases as a basic and primary component needed for quality data integration, and develop a declarative means to facilitate such mapping in an ID mapping warehouse called MapBase. We then exploit the autonomous nature of this declarative 1. We must note here that NetAffx shows poor performance in mouse (at 50 percent) and human (at 79 percent), individually.
2. Note that it is available only for mouse and human IDs respectively at 77 and 82 percent, and its performance in these genomes is not particularly good.
3. Again, we note that this tool is not applicable for these genomes.
ID mapping construct to propose another declarative statement for record linkage to facilitate data integration and data fusion directly. Our hope is that the abstractions supported in these two statements will help biologists and application developers build high level pipelines in traditional query languages such as SQL, data integration languages such as BioFlow [35] , or integration systems such as Galaxy, in an unprecedented way.
RELATED RESEARCH
ID mapping has been a low key but ongoing effort for quite some time. To overcome the inherent limitations, researchers have developed mechanisms to map IDs using software, although substantial efforts are ongoing to include authoritative mapping information in major life sciences databases such as GeneCards, BioMart, RefSeq database, UniGene, SWISS-PROT, GenBank, and EMBL. These databases have been cross-referencing such mappings all along, even though completeness and quality are lacking. Unfortunately, these efforts are vulnerable to the ID management related problems discussed above, often failing to include or maintain mappings, and by design are not always comprehensive. In recognition of this pressing problem, fortunately, providing explicit and improved support for ID conversion is gaining momentum. While details of the actual mapping method for many conversion systems are not of much importance, their general characteristics are. Most of these converters limit the type of IDs they can convert, and the databases they use to get mapping information. Most rely on actual downloading and maintenance of the source databases, making them slow to respond to change, error prone due to view management, and incapable of including new knowledge. The most recent systems such as IdBean rely on complementing multiple sites to account for missing mappings. In a way, their approach is similar to ours; unlike IdBean, however, we do not need to limit ourselves to five sites, nor do we need to develop specific mapping algorithms to collect information. Similar to IdBean, GeneID Converter uses six databases (Ensembl, NCBI, combined UniGene and PubMed, human chromosomal location from UCSC, KEGG pathway, and Reactome) as its source and thus, is not capable of new and emerging capabilities.
From a functional standpoint, we are contrasting the wisdom of interacting with a limited number of "authoritative" databases through their graphical interfaces with the concomitant accuracy issues that plague this domain for specific types of mapping using exact formats they support, with a source independent and restriction free universal database using declarative language as queries. We are unaware of any such effort that has addressed record linkage and data integration using linguistic constructs. In our unique approach, we provide ID mapping as an abstract service that can be considered as given, and used to retrieve mapping according to the quality criteria needed. We ensure that the underlying implementation preserves that view and computes the mappings based on the semantics inherent in user queries. The abstract view in MapBase frees the user from making educated guesses and then falling into the trap of undesirable results, application specific program development, database maintenance, or rudimentary format translations and sifting and searching for target information.
ID MAPPING FOR DATA INTEGRATION
In [26] , we introduced a new ad hoc and on-the-fly data integration system called LifeDB based on a new query language called BioFlow. LifeDB adopts "best-effort" [12] , [13] information integration and extraction, and recognizes the fact that some queries may fail due to the method used for schema matching and table extraction. However, it liberates users from being forced to use specific databases, or in our case, specific conversion tools that are only applicable to specific ID types, thereby limiting their applications and ability to explore. We subscribe to the idea that all databases are limited in their information content. We also believe that in a constantly changing domain such as life sciences, new resources will appear, and researchers must be able to exploit those resources without delay. The lag time to catch up with emerging knowledge for leading databases such as GeneCards, PIR, etc. is too great and thereby impedes research.
In view of the above discussion and in the interest of free form on-the-fly data integration involving arbitrary sites, we advocate an on-the-fly ID mapping system that will not be limited to specific ID types, as many systems currently do. We also do not advocate that all mapping be materialized ahead and maintained, as do GeneCards and others. The maintenance cost of such materialized mappings is significant. In [11] , we have presented the complexities associated with ID mapping changes and migration. It was observed that without a very close collaboration with the source databases, it is very difficult to maintain such mappings. One of the principles we have adopted in LifeDB is site autonomy, and we do not require any coordination or cooperation from online databases, except unrestricted public access.
Active Mapping
An active mapping refers to a specific mapping request by an application such as mapping HGNC IDs to UniProt IDs, or HGNC gene names to NetAffy IDs. In other words, in active mapping, the type of conversion is known. Since we are interested in a real time online conversion, we adopt the following method.
Let U U be the set of all possible ID conversion sites, and T T be the set of all possible ID types. We create an index S as a function S : U U Â T ! 2 T T such that every site maps a given ID type to a set of ID types. For example, GeneCards maps a gene ID to several different ID types including HGNC, Ensemble, OMIM, NetAffy, GO, UniProt and so on. It is usually the case that a single database is the authority of a particular ID, and other databases or conversion services use their IDs to map to other IDs. For example, UniProt is the authoritative database for UniProt IDs, and GeneCards is a service provider. To capture this, we assume that a mapping Q : U U 7 ! 2 T T exists such that 8u; vðu 2 U U^v 2 U U ) QðuÞ \ QðvÞ ¼ ;Þ, i.e., no two databases share authority over any ID type. We also assume that a priority relation " among the conversion services exists such that whenever for types t 1 ; t 2 2 T T , and sites u; v 2 U U , t 1 2 Sðu; t 2 Þ and t 1 2 QðvÞ hold, v " u holds, i.e., v is more authoritative than u. To look up services, we also have an index that lists sites based on the ID mappings they perform as the function V : T T Â T T ! 2 U U as a dual of the function S. For the sake of consistency, we require that whenever Vðt 1 ; t 2 Þ ¼ u, we have t 2 2 Sðu; t 1 Þ as well.
Given S and Q, we are now able to define a generic ID mapping function m : D T T ! D T T that users utilize as the algorithm in Fig. 1 where D T T is a domain of type t 2 T T . The actual mapping function for each of the converters is represented as the partial function X : U U Â D T TˆDT T . In this function, we are assuming that a converter at site u is an authority on type t, then every mapping by other sites is overridden by the mapping of the authoritative site, i.e., where r is a unary relation of domain D t , t 1 ; . . . ; t k are type names, and k ! 1. The result is a relation r 0 D t Â D t 1 Â Á Á Á Â D t k . The options [anyjonejall] allow mapping elements in r to either any available ID, exactly one, or all possible IDs respectively. In particular, option any will find one possible map, whereas all will force MapBase to find a complete set of mappings from all possible converters. 4 However, option one will be successful only if exactly one unique mapping is found in all possible converters. These options are used for mapping consistency and will have significant influence on the design of MapBase, as will be discussed in Section 4. If no options are specified, any is assumed.
The refresh option is available to improve efficiency. As we discuss in Section 5.2, mappings are computed using a lazy differential computation model in which validated mappings warehoused in MapBase are returned if the semantics demanded by the query warrants them. But, in reality mappings may have been invalidated by changes or emergence of new information since the mapping in MapBase has been warehoused. Using the option refresh will force a new computation to avoid such obsolete mappings.
Technically, we compute relation r 0 as the expression S 8uðu2rÞ u Â mðuÞ ðt 1 Þ Â Á Á Á Â mðuÞ ðt k Þ , where mðuÞ ðt i Þ means mðuÞ with respect to type t i using Algorithm 1. The using option may be used to compel conversion using a specific converter. This option becomes handy when the user is familiar with the accuracy and reliability of a specific converter. Algorithm 1 can be adapted to enforce this option simply by setting S ¼ fcg, and testing if Sðc; tÞ ft 1 ; . . . ; t k g. An example of convert statement is convert r into UniGene, Entrez, EnsemblLoc, UCSCLoc, Affymetrix using GeneID, UniProt ;
For this statement, we expect our system to simulate the interaction shown in Fig. 4a and return the ID maps shown in Fig. 4b for the GeneID Converter when r contains the gene name OAZ1. Note that the output in Fig. 4b shows missing mappings for attributes Ensembl, Affymetrix, GenBank, and PDBid (when included or selected). Additionally, since UniProt is also included in the statement, we expect it to return maps from its site too (not shown).
Passive Mapping
Passive mapping is fundamentally different, where given two IDs i and j, we are required to establish a mapping relationship if it exists. In other words, we are required to conclude for what sites s, j ¼ Xðs; iÞ, i.e., 9sðXðs; iÞ ¼ jÞ. We assume that the the type of IDs are known. In case we do not, we can make use of a partial type assignment function t : DˆT T that associates a type with an ID, if it exists. We emphasize that the type assignment function t is critical for passive mapping as many databases assign IDs that are structurally identical. For example, Entrez, OMIM and HGNC IDs are often indistinguishable without knowing the domain of the IDs (e.g., for the gene EIF2AK3, GeneCard lists HGNC: 3255, Entrez Gene: 9451, and OMIM: 604032 as external IDs). Some databases follow distinctive protocols in naming IDs. For example, GO (annotates IDs with "GO:", GeneCards (uses the protocol GCxsKb where x is the chromosome number, s is the strand Plus or Minus and Kb is the start position in kilo base pairs) and Ensembl (annotates IDs with "ENSG"). Therefore, it is important that we develop a robust mechanism and algorithm for t. An alternative is to create a hierarchical type system similar to GO to organize ID types, assign those types to all IDs explicitly, and discourage using Integer as type for IDs, such as HGNC, Entrez and OMIM, for instance.
Without a stricter convention and enforcement protocol, there is no guarantee that the pages returned by databases as query response will maintain such type/database annotations. Even if they do (such as in GeneCards), there are no guarantees that wrappers that extract the IDs will be able to recognize them. As yet, we are unaware of any wrapper that can parse a GeneCards or NetAffy page to extract target information. These are extremely complex pages filled with information about gene products. Furthermore, they do not return simple tables as responses. Therefore, the sophistication demanded by many of these sites is quite high.
Once we have a robust t, Algorithm 2 can be used to see if two IDs are related as an implementation of the find function f : D Â D ! 2 U U . The algorithm may be adapted to suit specific application needs. For example, a relationship exists if fði; jÞ 6 ¼ ;. It does not particularly look for authoritative 4 . If using option is used, from all included converters in using clause.
converters as does algorithm 1. We can do so by requiring " relationship be maintained.
Algorithm 2. Testing Correspondence of IDs.
Input: IDs i and j, and functions V; S and Q. Output: Set of converters C. 1: Let C ¼ ;; 2: Let S ¼ VðtðiÞ; tðjÞÞ; 3: for every s 2 S do 4: if j ¼ Xðs; iÞ then 5:
Let C ¼ C [ fsg; 6: return C; Similar to the convert statement, we can now propose the following extend statement for two relations in a way similar to u-join operation. extend r; s where u [using c];
The condition may include the usual boolean conditions similar to relational model. If u includes solely boolean conditions, extend reduces to u-join. But if it includes Boolean mapping relationship conditions of the form map(r.A,s.B), then the join is additionally based on satisfaction of these conditions using Algorithm 2. If using option is used, we enforce it simply by setting S ¼ fcg, and testing if Sðc; tðr:AÞÞ ftðs:BÞg.
IMPLEMENTATION OF MAPBASE
The design of MapBase is based on the premise that no single ID conversion database such as PIR, GeneCards, or BioMart can fully and universally serve all ID conversion needs. Therefore, the overall functional architecture of MapBase as shown in Fig. 5 takes a dynamic, incremental approach to ID conversion and maintenance by building a database of map pairs on demand. The core of the system involves an ontology of biological IDs (such as HGNC, GC, ENSG, etc.), a database and a query interface. The interface allows users to supply a homogenous set of IDs, and select a set of ID types to which the supplied IDs are to be converted, as well as an optional set of ID converters to be used for the conversion. Users are also allowed to choose a conversion cardinality such as 1 : 1, 1 : M, and M : N. The system is also augmented with a knowledgebase of "all" online ID converters in which we maintain the location, capabilities, specialty, and accuracy rate of each of the converters.
Ontology of IDs
The ontology is a directed acyclic graph in the form of an isa hierarchy that classifies biological IDs into mutually nonexclusive classes, such as sequences, proteins, pathways, genes, HGNC, GC, etc. Each class in the hierarchy serves as a grouping mechanism and points to a list of converters in the knowledgebase that is known to handle conversions of IDs of the class. These pointers are then used as indices to search for appropriate converters during query processing. To construct possible candidates for conversion of a map pair, a list intersection operation is carried out between sets of lists in the knowledgebase for each converter and the class list, in order to generate the actual target converters.
The ID Converter Knowledgebase
We maintain a lazy knowledgebase for each online conversion system in the form of a resource description. Each description includes the address of the converter, the set of inputs it requires to convert IDs of a particular type, and the output it produces, all in standardized terms in the ID Ontology. In this entry, we also maintain if this converter is an authoritative site for a set of particular ID types so that all searches for relevant ID types may begin at this site. Additional details also maintained in the form of meta-data include web service standard, system response time, accuracy rate, and availability of updates on ID migration.
Materialized Map Pair Database
In order to improve response time and reduce network latency, we materialize all query response in the form of a map pair of IDs in the form of a quadruple hs; d; x; mi where s is the source ID or the domain, d is the destination ID or the range, x is the cardinality of mapping (i.e., 1 : 1, 1 : M, or M : N), 5 and m is the converter used to map the ID. Request for ID mapping is preferentially served from this map pair database, and only the mappings unavailable in this database are computed in real time. Since we materialize the mappings, we also adopt a provenance procedure to guarantee that materialized maps are valid on an ondemand basis.
Similar to most provenance models, we rely on ID change logs of objects that are materialized and maintained in the map pair data warehouse. We assume that systems that assign IDs are also publishing the change logs users require for the purpose of provenance. In Section 4.4.1, we will discuss how provenance computation depends on the change logs and the query being processed. Change logs, on the other hand, are polled from a set of databases identified as authorities, and organized in a priority order using a scheme similar to IDChase [11] . This warehouse maintenance process ensures that no invalid IDs are ever mapped to ensure accuracy of mappings returned as a query response.
Query Processor
A direct implementation of the MapBase query processor obviously requires at least the machineries to access online converter databases, submit IDs to be converted, and collect the returned mappings. Traditionally, two approaches may be adopted for the implementation of the two MapBase statements convert and extend-(i) dedicated and manual integration of databases through cooperation, and (ii) employing autonomous engines that require assembling data integration technologies such as schema mapping, form filling, wrapper generation and HTML page scrapping that will not demand site cooperation. While the former approach is expensive and straightforward, the latter approach is novel and cheaper though not entirely robust. For an autonomous approach, it is not difficult to imagine the following steps as a direct implementation scheme for the convert statement.
1) identify the mapping capability of a converter (e.g., GeneID Converter [6] ) from the resource description, and select converters. 2) map query variables to converter entry form variables using a schema matcher (e.g., PruSM [42] ). 3) using a form filling function (e.g., iForm [43] ), submit the input IDs to the converter interface. 4) collect the mappings, and extract them using a wrapper (e.g., [44] ). 5) using a schema mapper, identify the required objects (columns in a table) and project them as responses. A similar algorithm can be devised for the implementation of the extend statement, and both can then be implemented as an extension to a relational or an XML database.
An alternative to direct implementation is to use a query transformation based implementation strategy over an existing system. Such a translation based implementation has been exploited in many database query language implementations as an acceptable low cost alternative [45] , [46] . In this paper, we follow this approach to implement MapBase to demonstrate the feasibility of our system, using BioFlow [35] as our host language. Recall that our main focus for MapBase is to support rapid assimilation and integration of new online ID mapping systems with minimal user efforts. From this standpoint, the query translation approach is prudent and cost-effective in ways similar to many high profile systems that have enjoyed acceptance in the past [47] , [48] . In fact, despite their relatively slower performance compared to a direct implementation, language translation has often been the de facto standard for testing language properties [49] , [50] due to the negligible implementation cost, especially as a research prototype.
Query Translation
While a complete exposition of the translation algorithms and their design principles are not included in this paper, sufficient details are presented below for readers to have an overall understanding of the processes involved.
BioFlow in brief. For our purpose, we use the recently released data integration system LifeDB [26] and its query 5 . While all other mapping cardinalities are well defined and examples abound, it is probably arguable if M:M mappings are meaningful or if even exist. In MapBase, however, we do not make that decision and let users decide. MapBase simply computes the results according to the semantics assigned by the ID converters and demanded by the query.
language BioFlow specifically designed for life sciences applications. In particular, BioFlow's extract statement, shown below, returns a single table for every tuple in relation r from a deep website in real time.
extract A 1 ; . . . ; A n using matcher v wrapper r filler f from ' submit r where u;
In this statement, we are assuming that A i s are the mapped IDs extracted by wrapper r from a site ' for every tuple in r. Any schema mismatch during extraction is handled by the schema matcher v, and all form submissions use form filler function f. The where clause supported in extract statement can be used to express filter conditions over relation r and the form entries.
BioFlow also supports two other statements called combine and link to facilitate entity based [19] (as opposed to tuple based) union and join respectively, which can be used to collect IDs from different sources, and for implementing the extend statement despite representation heterogeneities. The syntax for the two statements are presented below. combine r, s using matcher v identifier k; link r, s using matcher v identifier k;
In the statements, as before, v is a schema matcher, whereas k is a key discovery or entity discovery function such as Gordian [27] . For the sake of conciseness, we do not elaborate further on these statements and refer the readers to [35] for a complete exposition on BioFlow. Instead, we focus on how these sentences can be used to capture the semantics of convert and extend in MapBase.
Finally, BioFlow supports arbitrary computational pipeline construction using desktop and online resources. It uses named, possibly stored, processes as units of operation with its process statement perform to construct complex and powerful pipelines or workflows. Since BioFlow allows the use of multiple online resources in real time, there is a potential for using parallelism and distributed computing to our advantage. So, unless there is a need to process services in each website in sequence (such as when the input to one website form depends on the output of a previous website), we can submit requests in parallel and collect in a desirable sequence. The syntax and semantics of the perform statement below allows this flexibility.
perform offers three optional controls-parallel, after and leave. If used, parallel means the named processes p 1 ; . . . ; p k will be invoked in parallel. If the option parallel is not used, p 1 ; . . . ; p k are invoked in the sequence listed. after clause results in invoking p 1 ; . . . ; p k as stated after the sequence of processes q 1 ; . . . ; q n are executed. The leave option transfers control to the next statement in the script, and makes the processes run in the background. Technically, without this option, all invocations are in synchronous mode i.e., the next sentence begins execution when the current sentence completes execution. In contrast, all invocation is asynchronous when this option is used, i.e., the next sentence starts executing immediately and is not dependent on the completion of the current perform statement.
CONVERT Statement. Technically, the convert statement requires collecting mapping results from a set of ID converters, and allowing an arbitrary set of IDs to be mapped to another arbitrary set of IDs, usually without any knowledge of the conversion functions or converter. The choice of the set of converters usually depends on their capabilities and their potential agreement with user query semantics. We can disassemble the statement into a series of convert statements first according to the mapping behavior of the converters with matching semantics, and then rewriting them in BioFlow as a union query. For example, GeneID Converter allows multiple mappings for a set of IDs of one kind (as shown in Fig. 4a) , whereas the ID converter at UniProt will only map one ID type to one single ID type. Therefore, to map IDs to a set of ID types and collecting them in one set will require a functionality similar to outer join. The convert statement in Section 3.1 thus is implemented as the following BioFlow query using combine, link and extract by recognizing the fact that UniProt does not map IDs to ID types EnsemblLoc, UCSCLoc, Affymetrix.
combine (extract UniGene, Entrez, EnsemblLoc, UCSCLoc, Affymetrix using matcher OntoMatch wrapper FastWrap filler iForm from http://idconverter.bioinfo.cnio.es/submit r), (link (extract UniGene using matcher OntoMatch wrapper FastWrap filler iForm from http://www.uniprot.org/mapping/submit r), (extract Entrez using matcher OntoMatch wrapper FastWrap filler iForm from http://www.uniprot.org/mapping/submit r) using identifier gordian) using matcher OntoMatch identifier gordian;
In this statement, OntoMatch [51] and FastWrap [52] respectively are schema matcher and wrapper generator available in the BioFlow toolbox.
EXTEND Statement. An extend statement of the form extend r; s where map(r.A,s.B) using UniProt can be implemented using a simple mapping procedure in which we rewrite it as a link statement shown below.
link (link (r, (extract t A ; t B using matcher OntoMatch wrapper FastWrap filler iForm from http://www.uniprot.org/mapping/ submit (select r.A from r)), using identifier gordian), s using identifier gordian);
In the above query, t A and t B are ID types corresponding to the attributes r:A in r and s:B in s. The inner extract statement collects the map pairs from UniProt converter for IDs in column r:A and pairs them up with ID type t B in one single table. This binary table is then used as a three way join between r and s via this mapping table, thereby implementing the intended semantics of the extend statement.
Query Processing Algorithm
The processing strategy is simple. First, the mapping need is converted into quadruples of the form hi f ; i t ; c; mi where i f is the ID to be converted to ID i t (which is currently empty), c is the mapping cardinality, and m is the mapper to be used. First, if any ID in i f appears in the ID migration table, we remove the ID from the query list to avoid inconsistency. Second, the query list is joined with the map pair table on columns i f , c and m. If a target mapping exists in the map pair table (non-empty join) for an ID, we remove the ID from the query, and include the mapping found in the map pair table directly into the query response. We, however, remove the mapping from the response and put it back in the query list for re-computation and materialization if i t appears in the ID migration table, again to avoid inconsistent mapping. After computing the query, we union the computed response with the subset collected from the map pair table. We avoid the second step and keep all the IDs in the query and compute the mappings if the refresh option is used. As a final step, we enforce the user specified cardinality constraints on the response before they are materialized and returned to the user.
The refresh option is made available as a device to avoid obsolete mappings warehoused locally in the MapBase database. Recall that re-computation of mappings is initiated if update information of IDs is available, or mappings are not materialized in MapBase. Furthermore, cardinality constraints are enforced after the differential computation has already taken place. That means, if for an ID i, two mappings are already available in MapBase, the up-to-date mapping for i will not be pursued. If the query included the constraint 1 : 1, the mapping will fail. The 1 : M mapping for i, in this case, must have been computed and materialized for which the cardinality constraint was omitted, or were 1 : M or M : N probably reflecting that one or many converters or databases supplied that mapping, possibly in error. Since the materialization, this error may have been corrected and a re-computation may result in a more accurate reflection of the real mapping. Conversely, a materialized 1 : 1 mapping for i will prevent a new query for 1 : M mapping to take place, which could be facilitated using refresh. The exact usage of this option is thus a query optimization issue and offers good opportunities to make intelligent choices.
INITIAL EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
This evaluation section has two basic goals. First, in order to experimentally validate the hypothesis inherent in the MapBase design that the convert statement serves as an abstraction for ID mapping with cardinality constraint over a universal database of all ID conversions, we have used five different conversion tools-g:Profiler, DAVID, Clone/ID Converter, BioMart, and MADGene, and a subset of IDs used in our recent comparative study in [28] to compute mappings under different query semantics permitted in this statement. We have then compared the results obtained in MapBase with the results in [28] and validated that convert computed the correct results 100 percent of the time. Second, it highlights the fact that this evaluation is more of a proof-of-concept than an exhaustive experimental study of the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach.
Semantics of Convert Statement
To test various mapping conditions using convert, we have used three subsets from the data sets used in [28] . The first data set consists of 11 affymetrix IDs (about 10 percent of the random IDs used in [28] ) that were used for a conversion from affymetrix to Ensembl IDs using all four conversion tools. The results are shown in the table in Fig. 6a . Tables in Figs. 6b and 6c, on the other hand, show UniGene to Ensembl mapping for 11 mouse and human UniGene IDs using BioMart and DAVID, and BioMart and MADGene, respectively.
The tables in Fig. 6 were generated using the following three convert statements where the three input tables affy- In statement t 2 , had we included MADGene as a possible converter, a column for MADGene IDs would have been included with null values as MADGene is not known to be able to convert mouse UniGene to Ensembl in MapBase according to our meta-data. A consensus mapping as shown in statement t 0 2 below had no effect on the generated mapping. convert mouse-table into ensembl any using BioMart, DAVID, MADGene for consensus;
Performance Considerations and Parameters
The parameters refresh, any, one, all and consensus play significant roles in deciding how the convert, and transitively the extend, statements execute and the costs they incur. In this context, we must point out that the semantics for consensus are still evolving in MapBase as we accept the current interpretation as exact match across all mappers that return non null values. To understand this from a technical standpoint, consider the case of human UniGene ID Hs.130838 as shown in the table in Fig. 6c where it shows two sets of Ensembl IDs corresponding to BioMart and MADGene. Note that the BioMart map Hs.130838 to ENSG00000235233 (shown in starred blue) is not included in the MADGene set of mappings while the rest are, i.e., these two sets intersect but one is not contained in another. So, choosing to accept inclusion as the semantics for consensus as shown in t 0 3 below will eliminate the row for Hs.130838 while we will retain the rows for 1436713_s_at in Fig. 6a , Mm.158981 and Mm.184692 in Fig. 6b , and Hs.101174, Hs.1288 and Hs.131433 in Fig. 6c respectively. Therefore, we chose the stricter semantics in favor of efficiency as testing for subset containment is relatively more expensive. Technically, all converters indexed by MapBase capable of executing this conversion is a potential candidate. Since option any is used, we are required to gather all possible maps and check for consensus. In the absence of any cost estimates for online resources such as BioMart and DAVID, a cost-based optimization of a convert query is difficult to plan. But, BioFlow's perform parallel construct for workflow construction may be used to expedite the processing by submitting conversion tasks to all sites simultaneously to increase throughput. The refresh, and the consensus and cardinality constraint options any, one and all offer an additional opportunity to drastically reduce the computation time of convert. Given that the update frequency is quite low in this domain, we chose to materialize mappings in the Map Pair table in MapBase to avoid repeated computation by removing query IDs for which requested mapping information is locally available. Since materialized mapping may become obsolete due to updates, a maintenance procedure is needed for the Map Pair table. We chose to use the refresh option to force a re-computation instead of active incremental maintenance commonly found in warehouses with high update frequencies. Opportunities still exist to design heuristics to intelligently apply refresh based on potential update information made available by converters and query cardinality constraints. The decision to refresh may also be based on materialization time and may be ignored if it is recent, with the assumption that re-computation will not yield disagreement.
In addition to refresh, the options one and consensus have significant impact on how convert is executed. Whether we decide to refresh or not, we can always decide to stop mapping IDs for which we already know these constraints no longer hold. For example, if we know that two converters have already produced multiple mappings, or disagreements, and there is no hope for other converters to reverse that decision, time should not be spent computing them. To effect this approach, a more reasonable plan is to execute the conversions in serial and not use the parallel option of the perform statement in BioFlow so that we have the opportunity to remove IDs for the next conversion in the pipeline.
MapBase Prototype
We have implemented a partially manual version of MapBase that has been rapid-prototyped by our application building toolkit VizBuilder [53] . This version is able to generate the BioFlow statements needed to map IDs from sites that do not use JavaScripts fully automatically for execution in LifeDB. However, many mapping sites, such as BioMart, extensively use JavaScript and other advanced design technologies that render traditional wrappers largely ineffective. To counter this weakness of contemporary wrappers, we have implemented an online version of MapBase (available at http://mapbase.nkn.uidaho.edu/MapBase/) in Java with Selenium API for a limited number of sites (e.g., DAVID, g:Profiler, MADGene, BioMart and Clone/GeneID Converter). This choice increases the time MapBase takes to process each site as virtual terminals, even though not all sites use JavaScript, but it ensures that MapBase will not break down due to JavaScripts. Devising methods to dynamically detect sites with JavaScripts and efficiently generate site specific wrappers is an ongoing research. Once developed, dynamic querying of arbitrary converters will become possible, an enhancement we plan to include in our next release of MapBase.
Query Performance and Complexity
It is worth noting that developing a space-time theoretical bound for a system such as MapBase is exceedingly difficult and deeply rooted in a large body of past research. It involves components that are hard to characterize such as networks, warehouses, a large number of data interoperability artifacts such as schema matchers and wrappers, translation algorithms, and so on. Since our goal is to empirically demonstrate the idea and its merit, we choose to do so experimentally, and leave a more theoretical investigation as future research. We, however, note that the query cost is largely the sum total of the costs for query translation t, external processing e, network transmission n, and local remedial processing l. Since the relationship t ( l ( ðe þ nÞ holds in general as we discuss next, it is safe to assume that the computational complexity of MapBase queries is a complex function of largely external costs, i.e., Oðe þ nÞ. Since MapBase processes external queries in parallel, the cost e is maxfe 1 ; e 2 ; . . . ; e k g for each external query q i , 1 i k.
Since MapBase takes additional time to extract and process data from each site in parallel, usually the time taken is slightly higher than direct user queries at individual sites. However, MapBase always performs better if mappings are sought from multiple sites in bulk and user constraints are part of the requirement, which users usually perform off line at a significant cost. To emphasize this point, we show the execution times for each of the queries in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 in Fig. 7 and contrast with direct user querying manually. In this figure, the entry [(14, 2), 20] under the converter g:Profiler in row 1 means that MapBase takes 14 seconds to gather the mappings from the converter, and 2 seconds to process them to test user constraints (e.g., 1 : 1, 1 : M, consensus) using Apache Derby locally and displaying the results. The entry 20 is the time required for querying directly using the web interface instead. The entries of the form [(20, 2) , >20] and [ (11, 2) , )20] in rows 3 and 4 under the converter g:Profiler respectively, mean the manual time taken is higher or much higher than 20 seconds, which is expected in the case of manual constraint enforcement by visual inspection. Finally, the last two columns-"Cumulative Time" (e.g., [(64, 8) , 88] is the element wise sum total of the entries [(14, 2) , 20], [(26, 2) , 31], [ (7, 2) , 16] and [(17, 2) , 21] in row 1) and "Real Time" (e.g., [28, 88] computed as [max((14 + 2), (26 + 2), (7 + 2), (17 + 2)), sum (20, 31, 16, 21) ] corresponding to the entries in row 1 under each converter), show the total individual time for all converters, and the actual real time the user spends in mapping. Since MapBase queries are processed in parallel, the real time performance is equal to the total time taken for the slowest converter. We must note that these times are usually dependent upon network traffic and server load and hence is not a constant. So are the computed results as the underlying database is likely to change.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PLANS
Our main goal in this paper was to introduce a novel mechanism for ID mapping based record linkage in biological databases using declarative means. To this end, we have introduced a new declarative statement called extend that can be used in database query languages such as SQL or BioFlow. We have also proposed an implementation strategy for this statement including all necessary machineries. To our knowledge, record linkage based on ID mapping is unprecedented and advances state of the art of data fusion in general. The key to this development is the recognition that usual key discovery in record linkage technology is ineffective and needs to be replaced with the notion of dynamic ID mapping. We have demonstrated that ID mapping based on-the-fly data fusion and data integration is feasible by assembling appropriate machineries, which was not previously possible using traditional means.
In the interest of user transparency and maintaining higher levels of abstractions, mapping of IDs need to be modeled as an online real time service as a background task, which we have implemented as another declarative statement called convert. We have then leveraged this statement to propose a ID mapping service called MapBase as a graphical interface for general use in life sciences. In MapBase, we support real time mapping with various quality control attributes that can be used to gather mappings based on their application semantics. Such an approach offers greater control and mapping choice at a high level of abstraction.
The query translation based implementation in BioFlow and the overall framework proposed offer many optimization opportunities, some of which have been highlighted. While a complete implementation of MapBase remains as an ongoing research, the current prototype though fragmented and partly manually assembled, amply demonstrates its efficacy, utility and superiority in terms of declarative ID mapping. MapBase stands apart from warehouses such as GeneCards, and tools such as IDBean in that users have greater control and choices, and better chances to have access to novel and emerging mapping systems. A theoretical upper bound on MapBase's query complexity also remains as one of our main future research goal.
